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The Reynolds Group coaches talent to 
better connect with their audience.  

Focusing on the demo and challenging 
them to develop fun, relevant content and 

entertaining ideas makes more people 
want to tune in!

The Equation for Another Occasion, Part 1
Listening around the last few weeks, I’ve heard a few shows (non-clients) whose primary content strategy for an entire 
program seemed to be, once the topic was chosen:  let’s just get on the air and talk about it. 

That’s not a very effective strategy to developing images to make listeners want to come back again. 

Imagine if all Kimmel, Ellen, Fallon, Colbert, Cordin, et al did was choose pop culture or news topics and gab about them 
for the hour.  They go viral and cause talk because of what they do with the topic. 

There is no win in a strategy of just conversation in every single break of a show.  To the audience, that ends up being 
blah, blah, blah. 

Yes, your talent are defined by their takes on the topics of the day.  There is nothing wrong with this.  But if that’s all your 
show is, why would the listener come back? 

What’s their unique take on the topic and how can they use that as a starting point to do something with it that fits? 

Take the talent who wants to lose weight as a New Year’s resolution.  His partners challenge him to go to the gym 
every day for a week.  The manager of the gym comes on at the end to confirm and for every day he misses, he’s 
asked a trivia question about his team and must eat a slice of bacon for every one he gets wrong. 
Or the show that got listeners to bring their Christmas trees to the station and ran them through a wood shredder 
as a “public service”? 
Or the show that opened the phones, asking for a campaign slogan for Oprah’s candidacy for the presidency? 
Or the conservative talk show host we work with who, believing there are holes in the anti-Trump book “Fire and 
Fury”, invited listeners to a gun range to shoot the book (putting more holes in it)? 

None of it the end all, be all.  But each idea above was an effort to take a relevant topic and do something with it to stand 
out, be memorable, and make the audience feel like they’ll miss something special if they don’t come back each morning. 

The topic makes you relatable.  What you with the topic makes you innovative and the break sticky.  If all your show does 
is gab about the topic, the audience bores of this very quickly and you become a lot of blah, blah, blah. 

Once you’re sticky, you develop can’t miss images, which results in additional occasions. 

Listen to your show.  If the daily strategy in every break is just conversation, remind them that they must do things with the 
topics in some of the breaks to stand out.
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